Fin Seal Exchange Unit for your Horizontal
Flow Wrapper.
The Fin Seal Unit of your machine seals long seams of your
packaged product. Due to steady use and natural production

YOUR BENEFITS

conditions it can show indicators of common wear such as noticeable

ʨʨCustomized service designed for your machine type
ʨ Fast turnaround of maintenance to shorten downtime
ʨ Hire a Syntegon technician or install yourself

noise and shrunken gearwheel flanks.
To time-efficiently maintain your machine, we offer you complete
Exchange Units that can replace the worn-out Fin Seal Unit just when
it is needed. Depending on its condition, additional parts may be exchanged as well.
For a problem free installation and best results, we recommend that a

DELIVERY TIME

ʨʨ4-6 weeks

Syntegon service expert assists or completes this installation for you.
Your packaging machine will usually have three Fin Seal Units
installed. In addition, a Rebuild Kit allows you to overhaul the
complete assembly of Fin Seal Units.

Suitable Machine Types

ʨʨPack series
ʨʨServotronic
ʨʨMicrotronic
ʨʨSuper H
ʨʨLinium
ʨʨJ-Wrappers
ʨʨScotty
ʨʨSuper Mustang
ʨʨMustang IV

Rebuild Kit
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Besides a complete Fin Seal Unit a customized Rebuild Kit might
be an alternative for you. Depending on our machine’s condition, an
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individual Rebuild Kit consists of several optional spare parts to be
exchanged such as:
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1. Bearings and seals
2. Thermocouple
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3. Hardware
4. Gears
5. Air cylinders
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6. Slip ring
7. Heater

Deluxe Rebuild Kit:
Contains all Rebuild Kit parts plus:
8. Servo
9. Fin caps
10. Pneumatics
11. Shafts

We are pleased to implement this upgrade at your site for you. Please
contact us for a personal consultation. Your local Syntegon partner will
answer any of your questions about this upgrade and our broad offer

You will find your local partner at:
WWW.SYNTEGON.COM/SERVICES
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